Low-serum medium development for human diploid fibroblast microcarrier cultures.
A new medium supplement mixture, PPRF92, has been developed to enable the serial subculture of human diploid fibroblasts (MRC-5 cells) on microcarriers. Furthermore, the PPRF92 supplements enable cell growth at serum levels as low as 1%. Through an optimization programme, the PPRF92 supplements have evolved into a simple mixture with the concentrations of key components at a level that makes the overall cost very competitive with medium containing 10% foetal bovine serum (FBS). Furthermore, the PPRF92 supplement mixture is most efficacious when FBS is replaced with the cheaper, and more widely available, adult bovine serum (ABS). Although medium exchange with serum is necessary in order to achieve confluence on microcarriers, the PPRF92 mixture is only necessary at the initiation of each passage. Using the medium replenishment protocol that has been developed in our laboratory, MRC-5 cells were successfully serially passaged through 13 bead-to-bead transfers on microcarriers in DMEM/F12 medium enriched with the PPRF92 supplement mixture reported here, and 1% ABS.